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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
 A2iA - check reader software component used to extract data from the check image.  This software 

reads the check amounts off the checks that are processed. 

 Barcode - the barcode on the stub is used for processing a payment through the OPEX scanner.  It 

contains necessary information used to identify which account a payment should be credited.  

 Batch - group of transactions scanned together.  The OPEX operator can begin and end a batch. 

 Batch Id - the identification number assigned by OPEX to the batch.  This number must be unique or 

a batch will fail in Remittance Processing.   

 Batch Type -  a batch of documents scanned by like type.  This name is defined/set by Remittance 

Processing.  Since documents are scanned by like type, this like type is then assigned a name (e.g.  

Utilities, tax payments, etc.).  The batch type is driven by the Job name.   

 Commit - the act of submitting the batch/transaction to be completed/saved.   

 Invoice, Bill, or Coupon - all of these document types are referred to as a stub through the 

Remittance Processing documentation.  See stub description above.  

 Job Name - a set of parameter selected by the OPEX operator for the batch being scanned.  A job 

name usually consists of one document type (e.g. tax payment, utility payments, tag renewals), but 

can be also be assigned to a specific type of job (e.g. deposit only checks).  

 OPEX - high-speed mailroom document scanner used for document imaging and material handling.   

 Canon Scanner Utility – Informa branded utility that interfaces to Ranger scanners for document 

scanning and handling. 

 Scanline - the scanline is a series of numbers, usually on the bottom of the stub.  Like the barcode, it 

is used for processing a payment through the OPEX scanner.  It contains necessary account 

information used to identify which account a payment should be credited. 

 Stub -  bottom portion of a bill that is used for the processing of a payment.  This is the portion of 

the bill the customer sends in with their payment.  This document is important to identifying the 

account in which the payment is to be applied.   

 Transaction - a single payment is considered a transaction. Typically, this is the content of an 

envelope.  It may be one stub paid by one check.  It may be several stubs paid by one check.  It may 

be several checks to pay one stub.  One batch may contain many transactions.  
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FRONT END PROCESSES 

OPEX Processing  

The OPEX machine is where all the mail is sorted and processed prior to being sent to Remittance 

Processing.   The OPEX machine scans all the documents and creates a file for Remittance Processing to pick 

up.  There are many configuration options on this device that help determine the type of document being 

scanned (e.g., stub, check, correspondence).  These configurations are done by an OPEX technician.   

Canon Scanner Utility  

Documents can also be scanner through using the Canon Scanner Utility which interfaces to a Ranger 

Scanner.   The utility scans all the documents and creates a file for Remittance Processing to pick up.  There 

are many scanner configuration setting options that help determine the type of document being scanned.  

These configurations are done by Informa Client Services. 

Unprocessed/Processed/Error Folders  

Unprocessed Folder:  Once the OPEX machine or Canon Scanner Utility has completed a scanned batch, the 

batch is automatically sent to this folder.  From here, Work Queue automatically grabs the batch and begins 

processing it.  Once processed, the batch is moved to either the Processed Folder or the Error Folder.   

Processed Folder:  Once the batch has processed successfully, and is ready to work in Work Queue, the 

batch is automatically moved to this folder.   

Error Folder:  If the batch being processed encounters a problem, it will be moved to the Error folder where 

it may be manually investigated.  When a batch fails to load an email notification containing the batch 

number and the reason for the batch failure (extracted from the log file) is sent notifying the user of the 

failure.  Once the batch is fixed, it can be reloaded through Work Queue.  Please see “Work Queue: Other 

Functions – Reload Batches” for further instructions. 
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WORK QUEUE: OVERVIEW 

The Remittance Processing Work Queue is the user’s interface to the application.  This is where the users 

view and work all the batches that have been processed by the OPEX machine or Canon Scanner Utility. 

 

The ‘Header’ section displays the following action buttons: 

 Close Batches –   batches in Export Ready can be closed.   

 Refresh – refreshes the screen 

 Details – displays batch details for the selected batch including transaction ID, number of checks, 

number of stubs, amount due, amount paid, over/short amount and transaction status. 

 Reports Menu – provides dropdown menu of reports. 

The Work Queue displays the following columns: 

 Batch ID - the batch Id number which uniquely identifies the batch. 

 Scan Date - the date and time this batch was processed through OPEX. 

 Type - batch type. 

 Description - scanned job name from OPEX machine or Canon Utility Scanner Job Profile.   

 Transactions - number of transactions within the batch. 

 Effective Date - effective date for the batch. 

 Amount - total batch dollar amount received. 

 Rejects - total number of transactions rejected from the batch. 

 Status - current batch status. 

 In Use By - the current user working the batch and the elapsed time it has been assigned to that 

user.   

  

The ‘Footer’ section displays the current sum totals of batches within Work Queue.   

 
 

Current user and version number are displayed at the bottom of the screen.   
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WORK QUEUE: WORKFLOW OVERVIEW 

 The workflow for processing a batch through the Work Queue generally consists of the following steps:  

1. Batch Loading:  The batch is loaded in Work Queue from Opex, and images are loaded into IQ. 

2. Stub Review:  The user is presented with any stubs whose barcodes were not read properly from 

the OPEX machine or Canon Scanner Utility.  Here the user enters the correct bill type and account 

number from the stub.  The user is also presented with checks that were scanned without a 

corresponding payment stub and is given the opportunity to look up the corresponding account(s), 

and attach stubs to the checks.   

3. Verify Checks:  The user then verifies the checks that require check amount, check date, and/or 

check number verification.   

4. Postmark Review (this step is customer specific):  This step allows the user to input the correct 

postmark month for a payment where there is a discrepancy between the current amount due 

versus the amount paid.   

5. DMV Renewal Processing (this step is customer specific): 

a. TAG Review (This allows the user to review and resolve discrepancies in amounts paid 

versus amounts due for DMV batches only.  Voluntary contributions and 2-year renewals 

can be added during this step.  Once a batch is reviewed, the user can approve the batch for 

export. 

b. Completing TAG Review 

c. Final Approval 

d. Finalizing a FRVIS Batch 

e. FRVIS Auto Reject Feature 

f. Approving the DMV Renewal Batch 

6. Final Review:  This allows the user to review and resolve discrepancies in amounts paid versus 

amounts due for all batch types excluding DMV batches.  Once the batch is reviewed, it is 

automatically approved for export. 

7. Balancing Reports:  The user then runs all appropriate reports for balancing totals and for balancing 

to external systems. 

8. Close Batches 

9. ICL File Creation 

 

WORK QUEUE: WORKFLOW PROCESSES 

Needs Correction  

When payments are scanned through the OPEX scanner or Canon Scanner Utility, account information is 

read off a barcode or scanline located on the stub.  In some cases, such information is misread or omitted.  

This workflow step appears if the account information was unable to be obtained from the reading of the 

barcode/scanline.  This workflow step also appears if the account number that was read off the 

barcode/scanline did not match up to an account number in the external system.  This step allows the user 

to manually enter the account information.   
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 Batches that require correction or that contain checks with no corresponding stubs are set to a 

batch status of ‘Stub Review’.   

 After selecting the batch that needs correction, the user can either double-click, hit Enter, or right-

click the batch or select ‘Review Stubs’ to open the ‘Stub Review’ screen.   

 

 
 

 

 The top-right corner displays a row for every stub that needs correction.  Hover over the Yellow 

Caution icon to display the specific error for each stub. 
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 Then click on the blue pencil icon to open the Edit Payment Stub screen.

 
 The initial focus is in the Account Number field.   

 Enter the Account number, obtained from the stub, into this field.   

 

 
 Select a ‘Bill Type’ from the dropdown menu.  The batch type (e.g.  Tax, Utility, DMV, etc.) for this 

particular transaction determines the list of bill types available. 

 Click on the ‘Save’ button to save the information entered.  This advances the user to the next 

image to be corrected.   
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 The payment stubs in a transaction contain the account information (barcode/scanline) needed to 

post the correct payment(s).  When checks are received in the mail without their payment stubs, 

the message ‘Transaction needs at least one stub’ is displayed.  Click on Add Stub and then follow 

the same steps as in Edit Stub to correct.  

 
 Once all images that needed correction have been worked, the user is taken back to the Work 

Queue main screen and the batch is advanced to the next workflow step. 

Rejecting a Transaction  
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 If the current transaction on the ‘Item Correction’ screen needs to be removed from the batch, this 

can be done by clicking on the ‘Reject Transaction’ button.   

 
 

 A ‘Confirm Reject’ screen appears.   

 The user must choose an answer to confirm the removal of the transaction.   

Note:  If confirmed, the transaction will no longer be included in the batch and the payment will 

not be included with the ICL file to the bank.  It is up to the user to determine what to do with the 

removed transaction.  This action may be performed by any user. 

 

Account Search 

The search feature assists the user in locating an account by performing a search using name, address, zip 
or other desired fields.   

Note: The account search is an implementation-specific feature that requires additional paid 
professional services.  Please contact Informa for additional information 

 

 Click on the  button to open the ‘Account / Payment Stub Search’ screen. 

 The search parameters available are determined by the batch type and the image below shows an 

example of how the screen would look for a FRVIS account lookup search. 

 
 Use the tab key to move between fields. 

 Specify the desired search criteria and click on the ‘Search’ button (Ctrl+S). 
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o The % symbol can be used as a wild-card character for searching in most fields.  

 
 Select the desired account from the search results.  

 Add an account to the transaction from the results grid by double clicking the row, pressing Ctrl+D, 

or selecting the row and clicking ‘Add’ 

 To view all scanned items within a transaction, use the PREV and NEXT buttons at the top to 

navigate through the images.   
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Adding an Account 

 
 Enter the account number for the account to be paid.  The account number is validated against the 

corresponding external system.  If an invalid account number is entered, a warning notifies the user 

of the invalid account number.   

 If the account number is not known, the user can use the ‘Account/Payment Stub Search’ feature.  

Please refer to the next section “Account/payment Stub Search” for instructions.  

 Choose a ‘Payment Stub Type’ from the dropdown.  The batch type (e.g., Tax, Utility, DMV, etc.) of 

the transaction determines the list of payment stub types available to choose from.   

 If the amount to be applied to this account is different than the amount due on the account, the 

user can enter an adjusted amount in the ‘Override Applied Amount’ field.   

o The default value in this field is $0.00. 

o If an override is not needed, this field can be skipped.   

 Click on the ‘Add’ button or press the Enter key, to populate the Transaction Summary grid.   

o The account number, name, stub type, and amount applied appear in the grid. 

 By default, when an account has been added, the bill/stub image is not available.  Work Queue 

inserts a static image into IQ.  This static image displays the account number, account name, 

amount and the bill type.   
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 Total Applied = Total of the amount applied to all the accounts that have been added.   

Note:  The user must make sure that the total applied equals the total amount of the check(s).  If 

after committing/saving the transaction, there is a discrepancy between the check amount and total 

applied, Work Queue will automatically adjust the amounts applied to match the check total.  Work 

Queue will begin applying the funds to the first account(s) listed, leaving the last account(s) on the 

list to have the deficit or surplus applied.   

 Once all accounts have been added for the transaction, click on the ‘Commit Transaction’ button to 

move to the next transaction.  This also saves the changes that have been made. 

 
 The Commit approval box appears after each transaction.   

o Yes = accounts are added to the transaction and the user moves on to the next transaction.   

o No = the user is returned to the ‘Stub Review’ screen.   
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Account / Payment Stub Search 

The search feature assists the user in locating an account by performing a search using name, address, zip 
or other desired fields.   

Note: The account search is an implementation-specific feature that requires additional paid 
professional services.  Please contact Informa for additional information 

 

 Click on the  button to open the ‘Account / Payment Stub Search’ screen. 

 The search parameters available are determined by the batch type and the image below shows an 

example of how the screen would look for a FRVIS account lookup search. 

 
 Use the tab key to move between fields. 

 Specify the desired search criteria and click on the ‘Search’ button (Ctrl+S). 

o The % symbol can be used as a wild-card character for searching in most fields.   

 

 
 Select the desired account from the search results.   
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 Add an account to the transaction from the results grid by double clicking the row, pressing Ctrl+D, 

or selecting the row and clicking ‘Add’ and then ‘Save’. 

  
 

 The selected account appears in the grid on the ‘Stub Review’ screen.   

 

Adjusting the amount applied 

   
 Select the account to be adjusted and click on the ‘Edit’ (Blue Pencil) button.  This populates the 

account information and bring the focus to the ‘Override Applied Amount” field.  By default, this 

amount is $0.00 until an override is made.   

 The user may change the amount in the ‘Override Applied Amount’ to the new amount applied.   

 Click on the ‘Save’ button or press Enter to update the Transaction Summary grid.   
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Removing an Account/Stub 

  
 Select an account from the Transaction Summary grid to be removed.   

 Either a scanned account/stub or manually added account/stub can be removed.  

 Click the ‘Red X’ button to remove the account from the transaction.   

 The user can also use the Delete key on the keyboard to remove the account. 

 
 

 A Confirm Delete screen appears.   

 The user must choose an answer to confirm the removal of an account.   
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Rejecting a Transaction  

 
   

 If this transaction needs to be removed from the batch, the user may click the ‘Reject Transaction’ 

button.   

 
 

 A Confirm Reject screen appears.   

 The user must choose an answer to confirm the rejection of the transaction.   

Note:  The transaction will no longer be included in the batch, will not be included for deposit, and 

will not be in the ICL file.  It is up to the user to determine what to do with the removed transaction.   

Completing the batch  

 Once all accounts have been added, clicking on the ‘Commit Transaction’ button of the last 

transaction (Ctrl-S) will complete the batch.  The user is then asked if they wish to commit/save the 

changes that have been made to this batch and close Stub Review.   

 
 

 The Confirm Commit approval box appears. 
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o Yes = accounts are added to the transaction and the user is returned to the main Work 

Queue screen.   

o No = the user is returned to the ‘Stub Review’ screen.   

Verify Checks  

This step occurs if A2iA was unable to confidently read the amount of a check or if the amount does not 

match with the expected payment amount. In this case, Check Amount Verification allows the user to verify 

the amounts on any such checks in the batch. 

 
 Batches that contain checks requiring verification are set to a batch status of ‘Verify Checks.’   

 To initiate this process, the user can either double-click the batch, highlight it and press Enter, or 

right-click the batch and select ‘Verify Checks.’ This opens the ‘Check Amount Verification’ screen. 

 
 

 The ‘Check Amount Verification’ screen contains the following information: 

o The Batch type and number.   

o The transaction number.  

o Check - the number of checks in this transaction (will display as 1 of 1, 1 of 2, etc,).   

 For each check, the user must enter the check amount.   

Note:  There is a configuration that determines how the user keys in the dollar amount.  Work 

Queue can be configured to require the user to key in the decimal in the dollar amount or to add 

the decimal automatically.  Please contact Informa Software to set this configuration.   

 In most cases, the user only has to key in the check amount once per check.   
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 The user is required to double-key the amount if the value from A2iA has low confidence and the 

amount due on the account does not reflect what was read. 

 A transaction may be rejected (removed from the batch) at any time using the ‘Reject Transaction’ 

link. 

 Once all information is verified for the check, click on the ‘Next Check’ button or press the Enter key 

to save the changes and move on to the next check for validation.   

 
 Upon completion of Check Amount Verification, the user is now notified that they are complete. 

 

Note:  If during check amount verification, all checks qualify for automatic bypass, and there is no manual 

verification needed, a message appears alerting to the user that check amount verification is not required 

for this batch. 

 

Postmark Review  

This step is customer specific 

Postmark review is a workflow step used to determine the effective month in which a payment should be 

applied.  It is a configurable feature.  The number of days can be configured to any batch type. The 

maximum period allowable is 30 days.  This feature can be turned off by setting the postmark configuration 

to zero.  This feature is typically beneficial to a tax collector customer.   

 When a batch is scanned through the OPEX scanner, it initially set with an effective date.  

 Once this batch has processed through the initial workflow steps and completed ‘Check 

Verification’, Work Queue compares the amount due (according to effective date) against the 

amount paid.  If there is a discrepancy of greater than or less than $5, this workflow step is 

triggered.  
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 The user views the envelope and chooses the correct postmark month. 

 Selecting the month moves the user to the next envelope for review. 

 
 Once all postmarks have been reviewed, a message appears notifying the user that this workflow 

step is complete.   

DMV Renewal Processing  

This is customer specific. 

DMV Review 

Once ‘Verify Checks’ is complete, the next step for a FRVIS batch is ‘DMV Review.’  This is the final batch 

review for FRVIS and is specific to FRVIS only.  This workflow step allows the user to view all stubs within a 

FRVIS batch that contain a dollar amount discrepancy.  It is here the user will enter information regarding 2-

year renewals or voluntary donations received.  If, during final review, it is determined that changes to 

stubs are necessary, this can be done by returning to the main Work Queue screen and Editing the 

Transaction through the View Details section. 

 
   

 Select the batch for DMV review. 

 To review this batch, the user can either double-click the batch, highlight the batch or press Enter, 

or right-click the batch and select ‘Review DMV transactions’ to open the ‘DMV Review’ screen.   
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 Images are displayed in order of scan sequence. 

 To view all scanned items within a transaction, use the Prev and Next buttons at the top to navigate 

through the images. 

 The total discrepancy is displayed in the top-right.   

o If the dollar amount is in green, the payment received had additional funds.  These 

additional funds need to be distributed accordingly to this transaction.   

o If the dollar amount is in red, the payment received is less than the amount due for this 

account.  Note that adding any additional funds would further increase this deficit.  This 

transaction can be accepted as is by clicking on the ‘Next’ button.  This transaction can also 

be removed from the batch by clicking on the ‘Reject Transaction’ button.  

 If there are multiple stubs in this transaction, they will be listed in the dropdown.   

 Remember to view all stubs in the transaction to determine where the funds should be allocated.   

 

Adding a 2-Year Renewal 

 
 By viewing the stub, the user can determine if the funds should be applied as a 2-year renewal.   

 Click on the 2-year renewal box to apply the funds.   
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 The 2-year renewal box only applies to the selected stub. For transactions with multiple stubs, 

select each stub and check the 2-year renewal box if it applies. 

 The ‘Total Discrepancy’ is automatically adjusted to reflect the applied funds. 

 Click on the ‘NEXT’ button to complete this transaction and move on to the next.  The following 

Confirm Commit Message will be displayed and the user must choose YES or NO. 

 

Exempting Mail Fees 

 
 A user can override the mail fee on a DMV transaction.   

 

 
 By selecting this option, the mail fee is exempted from the export file to the state.   

 The transaction amount adjusts to reflect the exempted mail fee.   

 This feature is only available when a transaction has a short discrepancy.   
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ADDING VOLUNTARY DONATIONS 

 

 
 By viewing the back of the stub, the user can determine if excess funds should be applied as 

voluntary donations.   

 First, choose the voluntary donation from the dropdown list provided. 

 
 

 Next, enter the amount to be applied to this donation in the amount field. 

 Click on the ‘Add’ button. 

 The fund and amount display in the grid. 

 The ‘Total Discrepancy’ is automatically adjusted to reflect the applied funds. 

 Continue this process until all funds have been applied.   
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 Once all funds have been applied, the ‘Total Discrepancy’ should be $0.00. 

 Click on the ‘NEXT’ button to complete this transaction and move on to the next.   

 

REMOVING A VOLUNTARY DONATION 

 
 To remove a voluntary donation, first select the donation from the grid list. 

 Click on the ‘Remove’ button and the donation will be removed from the grid. 
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ADDING A PENALTY  

 By viewing the stub, the user can determine if a penalty payment has been received and needs to 

be added to the transaction.  

 First, select the stub to add the penalty to from the dropdown list.   

 Next, enter the penalty amount to be applied to this stub in the penalty field. 

 Penalty can be added to multiple stubs in one transaction by individually selecting each stub from 

the dropdown and adding the penalty amount to each.  

 Once all funds have been applied, the ‘Total Discrepancy’ should be $0.00. 

 Click on the ‘NEXT’ button to complete this transaction and move on to the next transaction.   

REJECTING A TRANSACTION  

   
 If this transaction needs to be removed from the batch, the user may click the ‘Reject Transaction’ 

button.   

 
 

 A Confirm Reject screen appears.   

 The user must choose an answer to confirm the rejection of the transaction.   

Note:  The transaction will no longer be included in the batch, will not be included for deposit, and 

will not be in the ICL file.  It is up to the user to determine what to do with the removed transaction.   
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Completing DMV Review 

DMV Review allows users to review, correct, or reject transactions prior to the DMV export file being 

created.   The rules that determine which transactions come up for review are configured per client 

specifications. 

 

 Once all transactions have been adjusted, the user is returned to the Work Queue main screen. 

Finalizing a FRVIS Batch 

This step is limited to FRVIS batch processing only.  

 
 Once the DMV review is complete, the batch moves to ‘Exporting to FRVIS.’ 

 Remittance Processing creates a file for FRVIS to verify the amounts that have been paid.  This file is 

automatically processed.   

 

 
 Once the export file is created, the status changes to ‘Waiting for FRVIS.’  It will remain in this status 

until the response file from FRVIS has been received and automatically loaded back into Remittance 

Processing.   
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 At this point, the DMV Renewal Batch needs to be sent up to DMV via FRVIS High-Speed 

Application.  During this process, the Batch remains at this state until DMV sends the processed 

batch back to Remittance Processing. 

FRVIS Auto Reject Feature 

 DMV Items rejected by the state are automatically set as rejected once the .in file is processed.    

 They are then removed from the batch during Final Approval.  

 These are items reported by DMV on the ‘Rejected Tag Transaction’ report.   

 

 
 After the .in file is processed, Work Queue shows the number of rejected items in the Rejects 

column. 

 The user does not have to manually reject these items from the batch. 

 

 
 During the Final Approval of the batch, a ‘Batch Has Rejects’ box appears.   

 Choosing ‘Yes’ removes the rejected items from the batch.  The batch is then ‘Export Ready’ 

 Choosing ‘No’ returns the user back to Work Queue.  The batch remains in the ‘Final Approval’ 

status.  

Approving the DMV Renewal batch 

 
 Once the FRVIS process is complete, the batch status is ‘Final Approval.’   

Note:  Once the batch is in ‘Final Approval’ status, Remittance Processing does not allow the batch 

to go back to any previous status.  Remittance Processing does not allow the user to upload the 

same batch to FRVIS more than once.  

 Highlight the batch to be approved. 

 Right-click that batch and select ‘Approve batch’ or double click on the batch. 
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 A Confirm Approval message is displayed.   Click ‘Yes’ to approve the batch. 

 The batch status changes to ‘Export Ready’.   This batch will be included in the batch closing. 

Final Review  

Once a batch has gone through ‘Check Verification’ (if necessary), the batch enters the final step: ‘Final 

Review’.  The Final Review allows the user to view checks in a batch that contain a dollar amount, payer 

name, check date, and/or check number discrepancy.  Here, the user can correct transaction data, edit a 

transaction, reject a transaction, or leave the discrepancy as is.  

 
 Batches that are ready for final review are set to a batch status of ‘Final Review’. 

 To initiate this process, the user can either double-click the batch, select it and press Enter, or right-

click the batch and select ‘Review Batch.’  This opens the ‘Final Review’ screen. 

 
 Images are displayed in order of scan sequence.  Both the font images and back images of all 

scanned documents are viewable.  Multiple images within a transaction can viewed by clicking the 

PREV or NEXT button. 

 The ‘Next Item’ button (Ctrl+Right) is used to move to the next transaction until verification is 

complete.   

 The ‘Previous Item’ button (Ctrl+Left) is used to move to a previous transaction. 
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 The ‘Please Review’ section displays the reason that the transaction requires final review.  One 

transaction can have multiple discrepancies and appear multiple times for review.  A Transaction 

can be corrected by clicking on EDIT TRANSACTION. 

 

 

 Once EDIT TRANSACTION has been selected, all the stubs in the transaction are displayed.  Highlight 

a stub and click on the ‘blue pencil’ to edit a particular stub or click on the ‘red X’ to remove a stub.   

Once the stub corrections are done, click SAVE.   Once all changes have been made, click on 

COMMIT TRANSACTION.   The entire transaction can be rejected by selecting REJECT TRANSACTION. 

 

 Once the transaction has been corrected, a Confirm Commit confirmation appears.  YES will commit 

the transaction, NO will return to the STUB REVIEW screen.  

 
 Once all transactions have been  corrected, a Confirm Approval appears.  YES will  
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Final Batch Review Screen 

 
 The ‘Final Batch Review’ screen contains the following elements: 

o The Batch type and number & Transaction number.    

o Effective Date - the date this transaction/batch was processed. 

o Stubs - the number of stubs within this transaction. 

o Checks - the number of checks within this transaction. 

o Due - the amount that is due for this transaction. 

o Received - the amount that was received for this transaction.   

o Reject Transaction link - allows the user to remove this transaction from the batch. 

o Review Reason Text - explains the discrepancy with this transaction. 

o Item Sequence - navigates scanned images within this transaction.   

 To navigate scanned items within a transaction, use the PREV and NEXT buttons or 

the right and left arrows to navigate through the images.   

 

Viewing Transaction Images 

Final Batch Review automatically displays both the front images and the back images of all scanned 

documents.   
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Viewing Document Types 

 
 Stub:  When viewing a stub, the account number, bill type, tax year, name (account holder), amount 

due, and amount applied are displayed, but are not editable.   

 

 
 Check:  When viewing a check, the amount, payor name, check date, and check number are 

displayed.   

 

Note:  All available check verification fields are displayed above.  This feature can be configured in 
two ways: it can be set to display all fields (check amount, payor name, check date and check 
number) for verification or to display only the check amount field for verification. 

 All fields in this section are editable and require final review.   

o Amount  

o Payor Name 

o Check Date:  Dates can be entered using either format mm-dd-yy or mm/dd/yy.  Work 

Queue auto-corrects the date to be the complete year.  (Ex.  09-15-2015 or 09/15/2015) 
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o Check Number 

 The tab key moves the user between fields.  

 Once all corrections have been made to the check details, click on the ‘Next Item’ button to move to 

the next transaction.   

 The ‘Prev Item’ button allows the user to navigate back to a previous transaction.   

 
 A Confirm Changes screen appears. 

o Yes - saves changes and moves on to the next transaction in the batch.   

o No - no changes are saved and the user remains on the current transaction.   

 

 
 Envelope & Attachment:  When viewing an envelope or an attachment no other information is 

displayed.    

Review Reasons 

The Final Batch Review workflow allows multiple review reasons to display.  There are reasons that are 

resolved one-at-a time and reasons that are listed and displayed together.  A specific review reason may 

come up multiple times depending on the customer-specific and configurable rules.  If the review reason is 

account-specific, the account number displays. 

 No payment detected 

 The following review reasons are displayed and resolved one-at-a-time.  

o Checks older than 90 days. 

o Checks missing a signature. 
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o Inconsistent post-dated checks (multiple checks with different dates). 

 
 

 If the following review reasons apply to a transaction, they are listed and displayed together on the 

same screen. 

o Overs & Shorts. 

o Postdated Checks. 

o Mark Sense detection (customer specific). 

o Mobile Home verification (customer specific). 

 
 The max number of review reasons displayed is five.  If there are more than five reasons, the user is 

then notified in the review section.   

Editing a Transaction 

If it is determined the transaction needs an additional stub or changes to a stub amount are necessary, the 

user can make these changes directly from the ‘Final Batch Review’ screen.  For instructions regarding the 

‘Edit Transaction’ screen, please reference the Needs Payment Stubs section of this document.   
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 The user can edit a transaction by clicking on the ‘Edit Transaction’ link.  This link will open the ‘Edit 

Transaction’ window 

 

Rejecting a Transaction 

If a transaction needs to be removed from a batch, the user may do this by clicking the ‘Reject Transaction’ 

link. 

 
 Clicking on the ‘Reject Transaction’ link removes the transaction from the batch.   

 

Note:  The transaction will no longer be included in the batch and its payment will not be included with the 

ICL file to the bank.  It is up to the user to determine what to do with the removed transaction.   

Note:  Depending on customer-specific configuration, a transaction may be in an invalid state where the 

system requires that it be rejected. If this is the case, the user is asked to reject the transaction. 
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 A Confirm Reject screen appears. 

o Yes - transaction is removed from the batch.   

o No - transaction is not removed from the batch and the user remains on the ‘Final Batch 

Review’ screen for this transaction.   

Close Batches  

Once all processing for the day has been completed, the batch closing process is run.  Only batches that are 

in the ‘Export Ready’ status will be included during closeout.   

 

 

 PRIOR to closing batches, it is important to run reports and compare totals to your 3rd-party 

applications.  Please see the REPORTS section for a listing of Remittance Processing Reports. 

 To initiate the process, choose ‘Close Batches’ form the Workload menu.   

 
 

  The ‘Export Batches’ window appears.   
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ICL File Creation 

 From here, the user can choose which batch types to be included in the export ICL file.   

o If a single batch type is chosen, the ICL file is created for that batch type only.   

o An ICL file can be created for each batch type.  The user can return to this screen multiple 

times to choose a different batch type and create a separate ICL file.   

Note: Remittance Processing supports creating ICL files for multiple banks, if needed.   Remittance 
Processing will only create one ICL file per bank.  Each bank ICL file can contain multiple bank accounts, 
if desired.   

 By default, all batch types are checked.  The user can uncheck the batch types they wish to exclude.   

 The ‘Bundle Summary (Preview)’ provides a breakdown for the items and dollar amounts included 

for closing.   

 Click on the ‘Export’ button to begin the export process.  The Post-Dated Checks feature is optional 

and can be turned on per batch type. 

 

 
 

 ‘Processing complete’ appears when the process has finished. 

 Once complete, a notification email is sent to a configured email address. 

 If errors arise during this process, they will appear in red within the ‘Export’ screen  

 The ‘Copy to Clipboard’ button copies all the information in the ‘Export’ screen.  This information 

can then be pasted in another document for record keeping.    

 After the close has finished, click the DONE button. 

 The batch (es) no longer appear in the Work Queue. 

Note: Remittance Processing does not send or upload the ICL file to the bank.  It is the responsibility 

of the customer to do so after the export file has been created.     

Note: It is also recommended to forward the notification email to the bank, as it can serve as a 

useful summary to the bank regarding what to expect in the submission. 
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WORK QUEUE: OTHER FUNCTIONALITY  

Edit Transaction – Adding/Editing Stubs  

Sometimes it is determined that stub(s) for a transaction must be added, edited, or removed.  This can be 

done by editing the transaction.    

 

 

 Select the batch that contains the transaction to which a stub must be added. 

 Select DETAILS from the top toolbar. 

 In the Batch Details list, select the transaction that needs a stub added.   

 Right-click that transaction and select ‘Edit Transaction’ to open the ‘Edit Transaction’ screen. 

Edit Transaction Screen 

For instructions regarding the ‘Edit Transaction’ screen, please reference the Stub Review section of this 

document.  The screens and processes are the same, with one difference: 

 The ‘Edit Transaction’ screen opens for only one transaction at a time.  Therefore, the NEXT button 

on the bottom-right becomes a COMMIT TRANSACTION button (since there is no queue of 

transactions to edit). 

 

Note:  By default, when an account has been added the ‘Edit Transaction Screen’, the bill/stub image is 

not available.  Work Queue inserts a static image into IQ.  This static image displays the account 

number, account name, amount and the bill type.   

 

Approving a batch manually  
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The final approval prepares the batch for Export/ICL deposit.  If a batch was not automatically completed, it 

may be completed manually.   

 

 

 Select the batch to be approved. 

 Right-click the batch and select ‘Approve batch.’  

 The batch status changes to ‘Ready for export/ICL deposit.’  This batch will be included in the batch 

closing. 

Unapprove a Batch  

If a batch needs further correction or re-verification of its transaction(s), it can be taken out of the ‘Export 

Ready’ status manually.   

 

 

 Select the batch to be unapproved. 

 Right-click that batch and select ‘Unapprove Batch.’  

 This changes the status of the batch back to ‘Final Approval’.   This batch will no longer be included 

in the batch closing. 

 The batch is now in an editable state. 
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Batch Details  

The DETAILS feature allows the user to view a list of all transactions within a batch.  Transactions can be 

edited, re-verified, or rejected (explained in other sections).   

 
 

 

 Select the batch. 

 Click on DETAILS from the toolbar. 

 The screen opens a tab displaying each transaction within the batch. 

 View detail displays the following columns: 

o Transaction ID - the transaction Id number. 

o Checks - number of checks scanned with this transaction. 

o Stubs - number of stubs within this transaction. 

o Amount Due - amount due for this transaction (account amount due). 

o Amount Paid - total amount received for this transaction (check amount). 

o Over/Short - the discrepancy amount (either surplus or deficit). 

o Status - the status for the transaction. 

 To close the details list, click on the  X link.    

 If this section is left open during workflow processing, the transaction statuses will automatically 

update as the batch status changes.   
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Releasing a Batch  

Releasing a batch unlocks the selected batch allowing the batch to be worked by another user.  Any user 

can release a batch.   

 
 Select the batch to be released. 

 Right-click that batch and click ‘Release Batch.’ 

 

 
 

 The ‘Confirm Batch Release’ dialog appears.  Choose ‘Yes’ to release the batch. 

 The batch no longer shows a user in the ‘In Use By’ column and is now available for other users to 

work.   

Deleting a Batch  

Batches can be deleted from the Work Queue at any point in the workflow.  Batches must first be released 

(not assigned to any user) before they can be deleted.  Any user can delete a batch. 
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 Select the batch to be deleted. 

 Right-click that batch and click ‘Delete.’ 

 

 
 

 Confirm batch delete message appears.  Choose Yes. 

 The batch is no longer displayed in Work Queue.   
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Re-verify Check Amounts  

At any point in the workflow, a transaction can be set back to the second step, ‘Verify Checks’, to allow the 

user to re-verify the check amount. 

 

 From the batch details, select the transaction to be re-verified.  

 Right-click that transaction and click ‘Re-verify Check Amounts.’ 

 The batch is set back to the status of ‘Verify Checks’. 

 Open the ‘Check Amount Verification’ screen to re-verify the check amount.  

 The batch will go back to its previous batch status after completion.   
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Reject a Transaction  

If a transaction needs to be removed from a batch, this can be also done via the View Details section by any 

user.  

 

Note:  When removing a transaction from a batch, it will no longer be included in that batch and its 

payment will not be included with the ICL file.  It is up to the user to determine what to do with the 

removed transaction. 

 

 

 Select the batch that contains the transaction to be removed.   

 Click on DETAILS from the top toolbar to display the batch details in the bottom grid. 

 In the Batch Details list, select the transaction to be rejected.   

 Right-click that batch and select ‘Reject Transaction’. 

 
 

 Choose ‘Yes’ to the ‘Confirm Reject Transaction’ warning. 

 The transaction is no longer part of the batch.   

 Batch amounts are adjusted accordingly. 
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Refreshing the Work Queue 

By default, the Work Queue is set to automatically refresh (update batches and their statuses) every ten 

seconds.   

 

 
 The user can manually refresh by choosing the REFRESH option from the toolbar or by pressing F5. 
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ADDITIONAL FEATURES 

Beginning of the Month Grace Period  

This feature can be used for batches in which the amount due changes at the beginning of the month.  This 

is a configurable feature and the number of days allowed for the feature is 0 to 20 days.  By default, this 

feature is turned off.   The purpose of this feature is to provide a higher level of by-pass. 

During the grace period, Remittance Processing will first compare amounts to current month.  If amounts 

do not match for that particular month, Remittance Processing will compare amounts to the prior month.  

Remittance Processing will attempt to pay the previous month’s amount due based on whether the 

payment received exactly matches the previous month’s amount due. This will only happen if the 

difference in check amount and current month amount due is greater than $5.  For this comparison, Work 

Queue uses the current date against the date set in the configuration. 

ICL Deposit Only Batches  

Deposit-Only batches are a quick way to get a checks-only OPEX job into an ICL.file. This workflow does not 

communicate with any external system and is designed simply for scanning, verification, and ICL deposit. 

Once the deposit-only-specific job comes into Remittance Processing from OPEX, Work Queue presents 

each check for amount verification and then marks the batch ‘Export Ready’.  The screenshots below show 

how such a batch appears in Work Queue before and after check amount verification. 
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MICR-Match in Account Search  

 
 When searching for accounts to pay, Remittance Processing can “suggest” accounts that have 

previously been paid by the same bank account(s), as determined by the MICR on the check(s) in 

the transaction. For example, if John paid his utilities bill last month and then pays this month’s bill 

from the same checking account, Remittance Processing will suggest John’s utilities account as the 

one to be paid based on the account on the check image. 
 The Account Search result grid pre-populates with the 5 most recent accounts paid by the given 

MICR. In the example below, Herman Walsh has paid two different utilities accounts using the same 

checking account. The most recent utilities account he paid was 17885-16876.  

MICR-Matching Rules 

 In general, Remittance Processing analyzes the routing and account number on an incoming check 

and compares them to checks in previous transactions to determine which accounts have been paid 

with the same checking account. Below are more details that are technical. 

o MICR-Matching will not return any account whose most recent payment was over 25 

months ago. 

o MICR-Matching looks at all checks in the current transaction and returns any accounts from 

any closed transactions with checks whose MICRs match the MICRs of any checks in the new 

transaction. 

o MICR-Matching will not match to accounts from previous transactions which were rejected 

or whose batches were deleted. 

o For Personal Checks 

 Matches are determined based on the following portion of the MICR 

⑆[routing number]⑆(⑈)[account number]⑈% 

where ⑆ is the transit character, ⑈ is the on-us character, (⑈) is an on-us character 

which may or may not be present, and % represents a wildcard. If this portion of the 
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MICR matches the MICR from a check on an existing transaction, any accounts from 

that transaction will pre-populate as search results.  

o For business checks 

Matching is similar to matching for personal checks, but accounts for variable 

content before the routing number. 

%⑆[routing number]⑆(⑈)[account number]⑈% 

Mark Sense Detection  

Remittance Processing can identify a transaction where a mark sense is indicated in the .oxi file.  When a 

mark sense is detected, the transaction appears in batch review for special handling. 

 

Note: Mark Sense Detection is a customer specific feature that may require additional paid professional 
services and Opex set up.  Please contact Informa for additional information. 

Duplicate Payment Detection  

Remittance Processing can be configured at the batch type level to detect when there is a duplicate 

payment.  Work Queue checks all open batches for transactions of the same batch type paying the same 

account.  The user is then warned about the duplicated payment.  There will be one warning per batch that 

detects the multiple payment. 
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 In Final Batch Review, Work Queue checks all open batches of the same batch type for transactions 

paying the same account and displays this information to the user. 

 Transactions can be rejected if desired. 

 

 Prior to closing, Work Queue will present all unresolved (those not rejected) duplicate payments in 

the ‘Export Batches’ screen.  

 The Export button is disabled with duplicate payments are detected. 

 The user is forced to approve posting of duplicate payments for deposit prior to exporting. 

 Checking the Allow deposit of Duplicate Payments and/or Updated Amounts Due button will 

enable the Export button.   

 Duplicate payments will be included in the ICL file and post payment to external systems. 

 Future postdated checks are ignored.   
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Missing Signature Detection  

This is a configurable feature used to detect missing check signatures.  This configuration can either be 

turned on or turned for each batch type.  When turned on, A2iA detects when there is a missing signature 

on a check.  If a missing signature is detected, the transaction appears in batch review for special handling.  
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Post-Dated Checks  

Remittance Processing can be configured to accept post-dated checks. If a transaction contains post-dated 

checks, Remittance Processing can defer the processing of the transaction until the specified date. For 

example, a batch may contain a transaction with a check post-dated for 2 weeks in the future. Though the 

batch is processed today, the payment and deposit will not apply. When the future date arrives, the 

transaction will automatically process during the Close of that day’s batches. This feature is optional. 

Notes 

 Within a transaction, there can be multiple stubs, but there can only be one post-dated check.  The 

only time multiple post-dated checks are allowed in a transaction is if all the post-dated checks have 

the same date.  Remittance Processing does not support post-dated checks to be combined with 

any current checks.  If they are mixed together, the user will be prompted to reject the transaction 

within the Final Batch Review.  Remittance Processing does not allow a batch to be closed if it 

contains such a transaction.   

 Post-dated transactions are clearly reflected on reports. 

 It is possible to edit the dates of post-dated checks once they are in the system. Contact Informa for 

further information. 

 I a check is dated more than 90 days in the past; there is an alert in Final Batch Review.  When a 

check date is older than 90 days from the batch’s effective date and comes up for review, a dialog 

box displays asking the user to confirm that the check date is accurate for that transaction. 

 

Note: The Post-Dated Checks features are optional and can be turned on per batch type. If these features 
are not turned on, Remittance Processing will not perform validation on check dates.  
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Introducing Post-Dated Checks (to be deposited in the future) 

 If a transaction has been through Final Batch Review and has a post-dated (future-dated) check, the 

transaction is considered post-dated and the following take effect when the batch is closed. 

 
o The post-dated transaction appears in the Export & Deposit preview window under the 

section for “Items for Future Deposit, Excluded from Export.” 

o The post-dated transaction’s check(s) are not included in the Cash Letter. 

o The post-dated transaction’s payment(s) are not posted to the external system. 

Post-Dated checks with Duplicate Payment feature 

 

 
o When “Duplicate Payment Detection” is configured to be on, future deposit post-dated 

checks are not detected as duplicate payments (they will not be displayed in the duplicate 

payments section).    
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Depositing Post-Dated Checks (and applying payments) 

 When the Export & Deposit preview window is opened, Remittance Processing automatically 

displays values for post-dated transactions that were introduced previously and are due for 

processing today. The following are true for such transactions. 

 

 
o The post-dated transaction that is due for deposit appears in the “Post-Dated Items 

Included in Export” section of the Export & Deposit preview window. These values are 

included in the “Bundle Summary (Preview)” section.  

o The check(s) in the transaction are included in the Cash Letter generated during Export. 

o The payment(s) in the transaction are posted to the external system during Export. 

Post-Dated checks with Duplicate Payment feature 

 

 
o When “Duplicate Payment Detection” is configured to be on, post-dated that are now ready 

to deposit can be detected as duplicate payment (they will not be displayed in the duplicate 
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payments section).  

 

Over & Short Limits  

This is a configurable feature used to set threshold limits for over and short transactions and can be 

configured by batch type.  These configurations can either be turned on or turned off.  When turned on, the 

over and short limits are configured to a desired amount. Any amount that exceeds the threshold 

configured will execute the action for that configuration.  Turning the feature off is the only way to disable 

it; setting a limit to $0 will not turn off the feature. Below are the configuration options. 

Note:  ‘Reject’ limit cannot be set to an amount less than the ‘Review’ limit.   

 

 The Over Review limit:   

o Any transaction with an overage greater than this amount will come up for review in Final 

Batch Review.  

o Any transaction with an overage less than or equal to this amount will process as normal. 

 The Over Reject limit:   

o Any transaction with an overage greater than this amount will be automatically rejected 

from the batch.   

o Any transaction with an overage less than or equal to this amount will process as normal or 

follow the over review limits, if they have been set. 

 The Short Review limit:   

o Any transaction with a shortage greater than this amount will come up for review in Final 

Batch Review. 

o Any transaction with a shortage less than or equal to this amount will process as normal. 

 The Short Reject limit:   

o Any transaction with a shortage greater than this amount will be automatically rejected 

from the batch.   
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o Any transaction with a shortage less than or equal to this amount will process as normal or 

follow the short review limits, if they have been set.  

Examples of limits:  (Shown are short limits.  Similarly, threshold values for over limits are configured 

the same) 

o Example #1:  Short Review limit $5, Short Reject limit $10.   

 Any transactions with a shortage less than or equal to $5 will process like normal. 

 Any transactions with a shortage between $5.01 and $10 will come up for review. 

 Any transactions with a shortage greater than $10 are auto rejected.  

o Example #2:  Short Review limit $0, Short Reject limit $5.   

 Any transactions with any shortage less than or equal to $5 will come up for review. 

 Any transactions with a shortage greater than $5 are auto rejected.  

o Example #3:  Short Review limit $0, Short Reject turned off   

 Any transactions that have any shortage will come up for review. 

 No transactions will auto reject.  

o Example #4:  Short Review turned off,  Short Reject limit $5   

 Any transaction with a shortage less than or equal to $5 will process like normal.  

 Any transactions with any shortage greater than $5 are auto rejected. 

 No transactions will come up for review.   

SECURITY CONFIGURATION 

PLEASE CONTACT INFORMA CLIENT SERVICES. 
 

REPORTS 
The “Reports” menu in Work Queue displays all standard and FRVIS specific SSRS reports.  The menu 

displays the report name and each is linked to the associated web based report, allowing the user direct access 

to the reports.  
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 If folders are set up in SSRS, a tiered format displays.  

 When a report requires a batch ID parameter, the user should first select the desired batch in Work 

Queue, and then run the report.  Doing so will display the report for the desired batch.  

 The customer name appears on the top of all reports.  

Standard Reports  
Remittance Processing comes with a handful of standard reports to help summarize the attributes and 

statuses of batches that come through the system. These reports also serve as examples of customizable 

reports that can be written on a customer-by-customer basis. Reports are written and deployed via SQL 

Server Reporting Services (SSRS), which allows for very flexible reporting on the data available.  The 

customer name is displayed on the top of each report.  

Deposit Preview 

The Deposit Preview report gives an overview of the batches and their amounts that are in the ‘Ready to 

Export’ status, i.e., are ready to be exported to ICL. Note that this report assumes a configuration wherein 

post-dated checks do not go to ICL, but this can be customer-specific. Per day, the report includes the 

following: 

 A list of all batches in ‘Ready to Export’ status grouped together by batch type.   

 By default, all batch types are displayed.  The user can select specific batch types from the 

dropdown menu.  

 For each batch, the number of checks and the sum of their amounts are listed in the following 

categories.  
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o Cash Letter (will go to ICL) 

o Post Dated (will not go to ICL) 

o Paper (will not go to ICL) 

 The three above categories sum into a ‘Batch Totals’ section, which shows the total amounts to be 

deposited as well as the numbers of stubs and checks. 
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Deposit Summary by Bank 

The Deposit Summary by Bank report provides an overview of all deposits made for the given day. It 

includes totals from items that go to ICL and items that were marked for manual deposit. The report 

contains the following.  Batches are displayed according to the deposit date. 

 The number of payment items and the total amount for each ICL file generated. 

 The account number, account name, and bank associated with each ICL file. 

 If Remittance Processing is configured with multiple banks, each bank will have its own ICL file. 

 If a bank is configured to have multiple accounts, each account will be listed separately under the 

bank’s ICL file. 

 The number of items and total amount for manual deposit are also listed. 

 The report sums all values for a grand deposit total. 

Deposit Summary by Batch 

The Deposit Summary by Batch report provides the ICL file details for deposits made on a given day.  For 

each ICL file, the report lists the Batch Number, Job Type, Number of Transactions (Tx), Number of checks 

and Batch Amount.  Batches are displayed according to the deposit date.  Batches are grouped and 

subtotaled by batch type.  By default, all batch types are displayed.  The user can select specific batch types 

from the dropdown menu.  The report subtotals by batch type and provides a grand deposit total.  

Deposit Detail 

The Deposit Detail report gives an overview of batches that have been exported to ICL, for deposit on a 

given day.  For each batch, the report lists the Transaction Number, the MICR details, Account Number, 

Escrow Code and Amount.  Batches are displayed according to the deposit date.  By default, all batch types 

are displayed.  The user can select specific batch types from the dropdown menu.  

Note:  The Account Number and Escrow Code columns are designed to populate for customers that allow 

more than on bank account number per ICL file.  

Batch Detail 

The Batch Detail report provides details for a single batch.  For the specified batch entered, the report 

provides specific details for each Transaction ID such as the Account number, Amount Due, Amount Paid, 

Short Amount, and Refund Amount.  

Batch Check Detail 

The Batch Check Detail is tailored for ICL Deposit-Only batches.  This report provides check details for a 

single batch.  For the specified batch entered, the report provides specific details for each Transaction ID 

such as the Check Number, Amount and if it was a Paper Deposit.    

Batch Summary 

The Batch Summary report summarizes batch totals by batch type. Batches are displayed according to the 

deposit date. By default, all batch types are displayed.  The user can select specific batch types from the 

dropdown menu.  Per day, the report includes the following.   

 All batches which are in final state, either ready to export or already exported, grouped and 

categorized by batch type. 

 For each batch, the batch ID, amount paid, and check count are listed. These values for each batch 

are summed into a batch type total. 
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 Total amount paid and check count across all batch types are provided. 

Ineligible Item Detail 

The Ineligible Item Detail report lists all payment items (checks) that came through Remittance Processing 

for the given day and are ineligible for deposit via ICL. For each item in the report, the following are listed: 

Batch ID, Transaction ID, Doc. Number, Acct. Number, Check Date, Amount,  MICR, Status, and Escrow 

Code.  Batches are displayed according to the deposit date.  By default, all batch types are displayed.  The 

user can select specific batch types from the dropdown menu.  

Rejected Item Detail 

The Rejected Item Detail report lists all rejected transactions for a given day that will not be included for 

deposit via ICL.  This report includes both manually rejected transactions and DMV rejected transactions.  

For each batch, the report lists the Batch ID, Transaction ID, File Name, Rejected Reason, Acct. Number, 

FRVIS ID, Plate, Type, Doc. Number, Amt Due and Name.   Batches are displayed according to the scan date.  

By default, all batch types are displayed.  The user can select specific batch types from the dropdown menu. 

Batch Load Statistics 

The Batch Load Statistics report calculates the length of time batches remained in a given status.  The time 

displayed is an average for all batches of that type, within the date range chosen.  Time is displayed in 

seconds. 

FRVIS Specific Reports  

Tag High-Speed Detail 

The Tax High-Speed Detail report lists the transaction details for each tag batch scanned on a given day. It 

will not include any rejected transactions.  For each batch, the report lists the Transaction Number, 

Registration Number, DMV Transaction Number, Amount Charged, Amount paid, state paid, and proof 

amount.  Batches are displayed according to the scan date.  

Tag High-Speed Error Report 

The Tag High-Speed Error report lists all tag transactions that were rejected by DMV on a given day.  These 

transactions were removed from the batch and are not included for deposit via ICL.  For each batch, the 

report lists the transaction id, account number, the error (reason for rejection), amount paid, amount 

charged and proof amount.  Batches are displayed according to the scan date.  

Tag Short Detail 

The Tag Short Detail report lists all shorted tag payments that came through Remittance Processing for that 

given day.  For each transaction, the report lists the batch id, transaction id, account number, amount paid 

and short amount.  Transactions are displayed according to the scan date. 

Tag Refund Detail 

The Tag Short Detail report lists all overpaid tag payments that came through Remittance Processing for 

that given day.  For each transaction, the report lists the batch id, transaction id, account number, amount 

paid and refund amount.  Transactions are displayed according to the scan date. 

Custom Reports  
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The “Reports” menu in Remittance Processing Work Queue displays custom reports that have been created 

for the client.  This is an optional customer-specific feature. Please contact Informa Software for more 

information.   

 

 

SUPPORT   

Contacting Informa Client Services  

Phone:  877-475-7778 

 407-215-1291 

Email:  support@informasoftware.com 

Hours:  Monday thru Friday 8:30am to 5:30pm 

After hours:  The caller can follow the prompts to leave a message. 

Emergencies:  The caller can follow the prompts to page and engineer.   

 

Log Files  

Service Log File  

Service log file records errors that occur in the background with Remittance Processing.  This log file is 

located on the server that hosts Remittance Processing.  

C:\RemittanceProcessing\Service Logfiles 

 

Client Log File  

Client log files record errors that occur within the Work Queue application.  The client log file is located on 

the PC that is running Work Queue in which the error occurred.   

C:\Users\<username>\AppData\Local\Informa Software\Logs\Dashboard 
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